FORESTRY PRODUCTION AND PLANTING
TARGETS

Abstract
Planting 2nd l;roduclion targets for exotic forestry i n hrew
Zealand are presented for t h c p ~ r i o d1975-85. Factors likely t o
affect these are examined.
INTRODUCTION
I n this, thc 1974 Forestry Development Conference, it is
my task to ~ e btfore
t
yoiu the planting and production targets
for New Zedand's exotic forests over the ncxt decade, and
explain, or at least endeavour to explain, how these targets
have bcen derived and the justification for the substantial increases proposed in the planting programme. Production of
wood over the next decade is determined by the productivity
oS existing forests and the management systems adopted.
Theoretically it should be possible to1 define precisely the
volumes we can expect to harvcst between now and 1985. In
practice a number of factolrs, over which the forest manager
has little or no cont~oil,and which can advcrscly affect production, may ccme into1 play. Consequently, it is desirable to
bc conserva~ivcwhen predicting future yields to allow for possible losses in production through fire, biological attack or
climatic damage Also, we are dealing with estimates which
are subject to some ciegree of error. Taking these factors into
account, we are still confident that the volume~sderived for
the period 1976-1985 give a reasonable idea of the volumes of
cxotic timber that will become available from forests of all
tenures. I n setting planting targets the approach is rather more
speculative. What is donc now will have a major effect on the
use of capital, labour, power, transport and various other resources 25 to 30 years in the future when utilization commences. Also, as the existing forests are capable of sustaining
wood-using industries already established, any further exten"Deputy Director-Gcneral, New Zealand Forest Service, Wellington. This
paper was presented to the 1974 Forestry Development Conference, Wellington.
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sion of the exotic forest estate implies the establishment of
new industries along with the expansion of those at present in
production. Additionally, the cxisting forests are capable of
meleting dollnestic demand beyond the year 2000 with a surplus
available for expolrt. Therefore all new plantings, either
directly or indiiectly will have to be absorbed1 by export
markets. With the existing and increasing world sholrtage of
forest projducts there should be an assured market for all that
New Zealand can produce, assuming of course that stable
trading and economic conditions exist. I t was oln this basic
assumption that the Targets Working Party of the Forestry
Devellopment Council set about determing levels of planting
for new exotic forests over the next decade.
PREVIOUS PLANTING TARGETS
In the 1969 Forestry Development Conference, the national
planning model reco~mmendcd an annual planting rate of
21 000 ha. This was based on the need to) accommodate an expanding domestic market and to ensure that the exporting
industries were supplied with sufficient raw material to allow
a inoidest degree of expansion. By 1971 new planting exceeded
the figure set in 1969 and In 1972 the target was lifted to
28 300 ha. The increase was mzlde to ensure that additional
woold became aailable for export bcyond 1982 so that export
earnings from the iorestry sector were maintaineld a t least at
9% oi total export earnings The area planted in 1972 was
33 140 ha and ~ I L1973 it was lifteld to 43 600 ha, 55% above
the level set twelve months before. Planting in the current
year is expected to be about the same level as in 1973 but
consolidated planting returns have not yet been received. This
rapid increase in the planting rate has resulted from the increase in forestry activity In both the State and private sectors.
In the past the private sector has contributed 30 to 40% of
new planting but it is now above 50% anid is expected to be
maintained about this level. The reasons for this very rapid
increase in the pianting rate to the point where target figures
are virtually meaningless are not all that clear. However, it
does seem that public confidence in exotic forestry as a productive form of land use has followed on the success of the
major forest companies. Thcse companies have been amongst
our industr~alleaders and N.Z. Forest Products Limited is
generally regarded as the bell-wether of the New Zealand
sharemarket.
With increasing confildence there has been a willingness to
invest in forest dievelopmcnt. Allied with this, smaller companies have come to realize that it is desirable to have their
own forests if they are to be certain of adequate supplies of
raw material in the future. The Forest Service for its part
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has expanded its planting programme to meet the expanding
demand for forest produ~ce,to utilize productively seasonal
laboiur which becomes available in the winter months, to meet
its contractual commitments t o the owners of Maori land
which it has leased for forest d~evelopment,and to assist in
Government's policy of regional dcvelopment.
In setting planting targets in 1969 and 1972, a relatively
cautious approach was adopted. In 1969 the primary concern
was to accommodate the domestic markclt and provide a small
but increasmg surplus for export. The 1972 target was set to
maintain the relativity of forest products' exports with total
exports. The 1974 exercise has been approached differently,
the philosophy being to expand the planting rate to the maximum level that iesources of land, labour and capital will permit. By planting at this levcl it will be possible to increase
export earnings) frolm forest products vcry dramatically towards the ~ n dof this century. Rzther than maintaining its
current position in total export earnings forest products could
contribute 30 to 25% of thc total assuming that price relativity
with other exports does not vary greatly from the present
position.
From a regional survey which set out to determine the maximum area that could be planted annually in each region, bawd
primarily cn available labour, a national maximum figure of
55 000 ha was dcrivcd. This can only bc indicative because of
the limited time available folr the survey and the possibility of
changing conditi~nsin the labour market.
THE PLANTING PROGRAMME OVER THE NEXT
DECADE

Minirntwn Planting Rate
Having already decided that the long-term prospects for
selling products from our exotic forests on the world's markets
were assured anld that under normal trading conditions we
could compete success~ullyin selling both processed and unprocessed products, it was then necessary to determine a
reasonable minimum annual planting rate and a realistic
maximum annual phnting rate. As we had already planted in
excess of 40 000 ha in 1973 and it seems certain that there will
be some increase in 1974, if past experience means anything,
i t was decided that 40 000 ha would be a reasonable minimum
level. Historically. forest development, in the State sector at
least, has reached its peak levels in timcs of economic depression. That it was possible to plant 44 000 ha at a time when
heavy demands were placed on labour and when the economy
was booming indicates that such a programme is feasible. If
i t is possible to plant this area without embarrassing other
sectors of the economy, and this seems to be the case, we
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should regard this now as the absolute minimum. Obviously
there are other factors tot consider such as availability of land
and capital rescurccs but these can be considered when we
look a t the next stage, the realistic maximum planting rate.

M a x i m u m Planting R a t e
In considering the maximum planting rate it was first of
all necessary to define the constraints which would set the
upper limit. I n broad terms there are three majoir considerations: Capital, labour and land.
( a ) Capital
As about 50% of the new planting will be carried out by the
State, changes in emphasis in Covcrnmcnt policy can and do
affect the nvxilability of capital for forest development. If development Is to be wolntinueld on a well planned basis, and
synonymous with goold planning is good econo~mics,it i~sessential that the Forest Scrvice is assured of a minimum annual
planting area so that it can plan its land clearing and nursery
operations at least two years in advance of actual planting.
The availability oi capital from the private sectolr will depend
to siomc degree on the state of the national economy. When
finance is difficult to obtain and companies have liquidity
problems, there could be a reduction in the area planted. The
Grant Scheme and the increasing interest shown by local
bodies may have some cushioning effect bat if the larger companies are Forced to reduce their investment in forest development the effect nationally will be significant. Expenditure in
the forest establ~shmentphase is not high if the initial purchase of land is disregarded. However, in the tending stage,
that is from release cutting to final thinning and pruning, a
number of expcnsivc operations are involved and with a
rapidly increasing planting programme these accumulate at a
considerable rate.
Economists can illustrate very clearly that intensive tending regimes, that is, heavy and early thinning associated with
pruning, give the optmum financial return to the forest owner.
However, if tllc same forest owner is hard-pressed for cash,
then he may have to opt for a no-pruning, one-thinning regime
(minimum tending). This flexibility oi management enables
slome adjustments to be made in capital requirements. Also,
if markets are available for smallwod it is possible to generate
an early cash flow froim thinnings. Alternatively, grazing may
be integrated with forest management for the same purpose.
As a last resort, existmg forests may be overcut for brief
periods or the fclling age brought forward to increase income.
Provided Forest managers are prepared to utilize the flexibility available, i? is not anticipatcd that lack of capital will be
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a limiting factor to the proposcd maximum planting rate. A
projection of the capital resources nccded to sustain such a
programme may well be an exercise which should be carried
out belore the next Conference.
( b ) Labouv
The establishmenl phasc in forestry is labo~~r-intensive
and
l o r that reason it has traditionally becn used, no1 only in New
Zealand but in other countries ol the world, to mop up surplus
labour and at the same time creatc an assel 06 national value.
Nowcver, when labour is rn demand, there can be problems in
recruiting sufficient people to car i y out ihe planned land clearing and planting programmes. Mechanization of these operations, particularly lanld clearing, has advanced significantly in
recent years ant1 this has reduced the labour requirement.
Also, the use of female labour in what was previously a male
domain has enablcd some forcsts to meet their targets.
Careful planning and thc best use of the labour available
are cssential in any jolb and there are probably some improvements we can make in this respect in most forelst op~erations.
Howcver, ~t was considered that, under conditions of reasonable economic siability and full employment, labolur shortages
would make it difficult t o expand the planting programme
beyond the proposed maximum. Certainly there will be variations between rcgions and soline adjustments can be made
by stepping up the pianting rate in areas where temporary
surpluses of labcur occur. A continuing effolrt will be needed
t o further nxchanize all operations associated xvith the early
stages of furcst development if siop/go policies to accommodate surges in the labour market are to be avoided.
( c ) Land

Availability of capital and labour are within tbc compass
of man to do something about. Howcvcr, New Zealand in total
has approximately 26.7 million hectarcs of land, a very large
part of which is unproiductive and which for various rcasons
will remain unproduct~ve.Land is a finite resources and it is
becoming more apparent as each year passes that pressure on
our limited arca of productive land is increasing 11 is Iherefore unfortunate that we now fin6 decisions on h11d Use being
made not on the basis of well reasoned and factually substantiated argument but as the result 01 pressurc applied by
w11at are euphemistically called special-interest groups.
At various times there has been pressure to stop exotic forest
establishment on rnanuka scrub country, open grasslan~d,
coastal sand dunes and cutover indigenous forest. Therefore,
although it is possiblc to inaltc a reasonable estimate of land
availability, it is not always possible to predict whether pro-
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ductive land may be withdrawn because of public hostility or
the activities of pressure groups. This could be a factor of
some importance over the next decade.
To determine the total area that might be available for new
planting, the Fwest Service, through its Conservancy staff,
madc a survey in each oP the planning regions. Only undevelopeid o r underdcvclopcd land was included in thc survey
and land tenures were liot defined. At the suggested maximum
there is adequatc land suitable for forest developmellt to sustain the planting programme well beyond the next decade.
However, the emphasis in folrest establishment must shift
from the Bay or Plenty where the planting ratc will drop to
areas such as Northland. King Country, Gisborne, Marlborough,
Otago and Southlanld. If the West Coast Beech Scheme goes
ahead, therc mav be an increase in exotic planting in that
region. The future of exoltic folrest development in the King
Country is largely dependent on the conversion of cutover
indigenous forest. If recent public reaction to! Forcst Service
proposals for a small area of cutolver forest In the Kaimai
Range can be taken as a guide, then there is the distinct possibility that only limited development will bc possible in the
King Country.
There are therclore several factors which could have a bearing on future centres oP forest development. I n the long term,
Otago and Southland seem to offer the best possibilities as it
is here that the greatest arcas of land are available.
Assuming that land, labour and capital are available, is there
any other justification for c o ~ t i n u i n gto extend our exotic
forests? We have sufficient to meet our own requirements in
a wide range of forest products, wc have well established
cxport markets for any surpluses, existing forests can be
made more productive by better management, the replacement ot unthrifty stands and the application of research findings, and we arc still exporting wood in an unprocessed form.
Should we conccrn ourselves that the wolrld demand for forest
prolducts is expected to double by the cnd of this century and
in the developed countries, such as New Zealand, the demand
will bc even higher? Should we conccrn ourselves with increasing the supply of a renewab!~versatile raw material in a
world which is fast dlevouring finite resources of aluminium,
iron, copper, folssil fuels and othcr minerals and in some cases
the very land itself? Should we u70rry about locking up productive land in a world threatened by catastrophic shortages
of food and fibre?
I t would seem that, apart from the need to diversiPy and
expand exports to maintain our present standard r;.f living we
have an international obligation to supply less fortunate coantries in the Pacific Basin with timber and timber products at
a reasonable price so that they can enjoy better hotusing and
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improved living standards. Over the years New Zealand has
aceun~ulateda wcalth of experience and a world-wide reputation in the management and utilization of Past growing exotic
softwolods. We are probabiy better placed because of this and
because of natural advantages of climate and easy access to
deepwater ports Lo makc some contribution to meeting the
necds oi the Sauth Pacific and South-East Asia. Whether we
can play such a role in future will depend to a very large degrc'e on public oititudes.
Exotic forests in recent years have for some unexplained
reason come to be regarded as a blot on thc landscape. It
seems that ionverting cutover mdigenous forest tot pasture is
acceptable but to p b n t exotic tree species is an assault o n the
eiivir*onment.This schizophrenic Illinking may be in part due
t o foresters paying little regard to landscaping forests, failing
to provide better access and more areas for recreation, and
railing to let thc public know what ihcy arc doing. Whatever
the reason, belore we can make the progress we should in
forest development, we will have to get public acceptance of
our proposals. Hopefully between the present colnference and
the ncxt session m May 1975 some of these difficulties c m be
ironed out.

P~wlectionPlanting
Tu this stage we have been dealing with production exotic
forests. There are areas which are being planted primarily for
protection purposes, but which may have some productive
capacity. Obviously management oli these forests will vary
with the function they are designed to acco!mmodate. These
planlings are not included in the maximum and minimum
figures we have been considering but rather form a part of
the 8 000 ha additional planting programme for protection
purposes recommended by the 1969 Conference. Such areas
would be the coastal strip in the sand dune forests of the
west coast of the North Island, high altitude planting and
sowing on eroding country in Hawke's Bay and Maslborough,
and planting on unstable country on the east coast of the
North Island. I n the long term it can bc expected that these
arcas will p r o d ~ ~ climited
z
volumes of usable wood subject to
the protective function of the forests being unimpaired.
Large arms 01 croding high country, particularly in the
South Bslarzd, require some form oC rcmedial treatment.
Methods olf revcgetating this difficult country have been developcd by the rorest and Range Experiment Station, a branch
of the Forest Research Institute. Exortic tree speciels are useid
for this work bul thcy do not have any productive [unction.
Because of Ihe scale of the problem, it is necessary to define
the areas where rcmedial work is most urgently needed and
where the maximum benefit will be obtained. The use of cost/
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belnefit icchniques may be applicable but when such benefits
are difficult to quantify and have to be measured over long
periolds it is not reasonable or practical to hope for great
precision in thz data available. Revegetation oif the eroding
high country is difficult anld expensive and progress tot date
has not been spectacular. A morc determined effort to come
to1 grips with this problem will have t c be made in the nexl
decade.
PRODUCTION

In this discussion production refers specifically to roundwood from exotic forests. Although we are primarily concerned with prcduction over the next decade, the long-term
implications of the expandeld planting programme cannot be
ignored. To deal first with production over the next decade:
For the ten-year period in question there have already been
two forecasts, one prcpared for the 1969 planning moldel and
the other for the 1972 model. It may be of some interest to
compare these with thc latest projection and determine the
reasons for any variations.
PRODUCTION FORECASTS
(Volumes in million cubic metres)

Period

1469

1972

1974

The area of forest under consideration for all three projections is virtually unchanged sol this factor can be disregarded.
Between 1969 and 1972 substantial changes were proposed and
generally accepted in the silviculture of radiata pine which
enabled this spc~cies to be grotwn on shorter roltations. Because second crop stands, and newly planted folrests would
become available at a n earlier date, it was polssible to fell the
old crop over a shorter periold, thereby m a k ~ n gadditional
volume~solf wood available. Other factors, including increased
utilization of minor species and a greater percentage oif radiata
pine in new plantings, also had an efiect. The drop in volume
between 1972 and 1974 has resulted from the incorporation
of new and somewhat more conservative yield tables in the
calculation. These changes in the prediction of volumes that
can be harvested in the ten-year period 1976-1985 illustrate
two things: first, with high-prod~icingspecies such as radiata
pine changes in management can have a dramatic effect on
the uro~o~d
supply; secondly, as our methoids of yield prediction
are improved and the toolls for doing the job refined, changes
may result which will be less significant with the passage of
time. Our exotic forests are producing at near capacity, so we
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arc nolw at the polint where considerable care is needed to
guard against ovcr-cutting.
Accepting that production from our exotic forests over the
next decade can be sustained at the level pretdicted in the
moat recent exeicise, some consideration has to be given to
the elfect of the proposed expanded planting programme on
production towards the end of the ccntury. This is necessary
as we could find ourselves in the position ojf having large surpluses of wood which we are unable to utilize. Such a situzition applied inlmediately after the Seconldl World War and
well into the 1950s. There is a danger that with very large increases olf wood beco~mingavailable over a short period it may
not be polssible to muster the capital resources to build the
mills and associated facilities to1 proloess this material. For
this reason it is essential that our access to markets for woosd
as logs and chips is kept open even at the cost or the loas of
some export earnings over the intcrvening pleriod. The total
volumes that would be available bascd on the three different
volumetric predictions anld four different levels of vlanting
are as follows.
PREDICTED YIELD FROM EXOTIC FORESTS
(Volumes in million cubic metres)

Years

1969

1972

Planting Rate
21 000 ha

Planting Rate
28 300 ha

1974

Planting Rate
40 000 ha

Planting Rale
55 000 ha

At the proposed expanded planting rates, sufficient additional
raw material would become available in the 15 years between
1995 and 2010 to supply 15 lo 20 mills each with the equivalent present capacity obf the Tasman Pulp and Paper Company's mill at Kawemu. Industrial expansion of this order
would be well beyo'nd the capacity 01 New Zealand to accommoldlate. There could also be difficulties in finding outlets for
such very large volumes of wood as raw material although
FA0 predictions of future wood use indicate otherwise. By
delaying felling or by commencing felling at an earlier age,
it is possible to spread the. total volume increase over a longer
period and thereby reduce the annual increase. To enable industrial developiment to be phased in progressively, and to
ensure orderly marketing, we must accept that substantial
areas will have to be managed as pulpwooid crops olr carried
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well beyond rotation age. In practise somc combination of
bo'th mvthoids will almost certainly be necessary. To test the
effect of early clearlelling, future yields were calculated on
the basis of 10% of both existing and new forests being felled
at age 15 and 10% at age 20. Bccause crops are being felled
befo~reo r aboui the time that thlc mean annual increment
reaches its maximum, there is a reduction in the total volume
of wooid produced. Over a 35-year period this amounted to
about 3 million cubic metres, a reduction of 2% in the total
wood supply. Thc adoption of such cl~earfellingstrategy did
assist in levelling out the wood supply.
Holding stands bcyond rotation age has a built-in risk factor
in that with increasing age and height they become more
susceptible to wlnd damage. In somc regions this risk could
be so high that it may not be acceptable. However, we have,
and are, hollding large areas of radiata pine up to antdl beyond
age 50 years and windthrow has nolt prescntcd a seriolus problem in the majol forest areas. Species othcr than radiata pine
will be grown on longer rotations, particularly Douglas fir,
and as a result there is a greater measure of choice in determining the age at which the stands will bc felled. At the levels
of planting proposed, delaying felling of radiata pine must
inevitably mean that large volumes of wolo~d will begin to
accumulate as in stands thinned to 200 stems per hectare the
periodic increment will still be rising. Finally, we should not
only be concerncd with the quantity of wolod that will come
from these production forests in the future but also the
quality.
Management is at present geared to producing sawlogs and
the silvicultural regimes have bzcn dcsigncd accordingly.
There have been recent indications that in certain localities it
may be more profitable to grow pulpwood crops, so for economic reasons alone somc forest owners may change to this
type of managerilent. Howevcr, there is also the question of
the type of wood that industry will need from our new forests.
Will the demand for sawn timber diminish significantly as
reconstituted products become more freely available and are
adapted and accepted for a wider range of uses? Are any
technological developments foreseen which could change the
use of wolod as a raw material? I assume that these questions
do not have to be askeld in companies that draw the wood for
their mills from their own forests. Other forcst owners look
to industry for guidance in these matters.
A forum mch as this will be of little value if wc are unable
to establish some guidelines folr the quality of wood needed
in the future. Provided industry and Government are aware
of the changes that can be expected in the total wolod supply,
there is no reason why these very large increases cannot be
marketed to1 New Zealand's advantage. The exotic forests can
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give New Zealand the opportunity to diversify its exports over
a wide range of manufactured pro-olducts, partially processed
products and raw material. For the first time we can see the
possibility of the economy being no longer tied so closely to
agricultural exports. Whether this opportunity is talien will
depenldl very much on the deliberations and findings of this
Conference.
SUMMARY

(1) We havc alrcady reached an annual planting ratc of 40 000
ha/yr and his is relco~minendedas the minimum level of planting for the future. This level was attaineld at a tirnc when
there was severe competition for labolur and capital.
( 2 ) The maximum level of planting which is thought to be
physically possible is 55 000 ha/yr. Frloim the limited information available, there is sufficient undeveloped and underdeveloped land to support a planting programme at this level
wcll beyond the next decade. I t is possible that a limiting
factolr other than land, labour and capital coluld be the attitude
oC a section of the publlc towards the conversion s f cutover
indigenous forest to exotics.

( 3 ) Annual prolductioa over the next decade can rise to 9.6
million cubic metres. Roundwood removals froim exotic forests
folr the year ended 31 March 1974 totalled 7.8 million cubic
metres. If pulpwood regimes are adopted for some of the new
and existing forests, there will be a reduction in the total
vo~lumeavailable.
( 4 ) The effect oE an expanded planting programme on prolductioa frolm 1995 onwards will have widc-ranging effects on ind'ustrial development and the nation's export capabilities.

